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Abstract

The concept of gatekeeping within fhe interpreting
component in ensuring that practitioners enter the
gatekeeping also served as a protective mechanism to e

to the community. With the advent of legislation and
role in the selection of candidates to enter the field has
of gatekeeping is currently evident is through the w
overview of data colllected from the analysis of Deaf-he
interpreters interryene in the inter;preting process more
of ways. Ultimately, contributing to the gatekeeping fi
interpreters.
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Deaf Interpreters as Gafekeepers

I nterpreti ng Professiroh l

Reconnecting with our roetsi

Numerous authors have talked about the dramatic shift th
who can hear become interpreters and the diminishing role
Williamson, 2012; Taylor, 2012', Suggs, 2012; Colonomo
new practitioners is a common topic among Deaf peopl
certification standards, laws requiring linguistic access or
people led the process of vetting interpreters. This vetti
interpreters had a sufficient connection to the communl
recruited individuals to serve as interpreters and investe
mastery of ASL, their immersion into the Deaf-World, an
Some of those who were recruited were CODAs and other
Deaf people in some professional capacity where their use
individuals who demonstrated an interest in connecting
grapevine of the Deaf Community was used to monitor
interests of the Deaf Society, and which interpreters should

There is an increasing interest irr finding ways to retur
within the interpreting profession. We propose that one
through the work of Deaf interpreters who work collaborati

This paper will provide an overview of data collect
rendered during court proceedings and in vocational reh
Deaf interpreters intervene in the interpreting process mor
of l) checking in with Deaf consumers to determine com
or seek clarification, 2) to veri$r the accuracy of the hea
regarding meaning and intention from the source speaker.
part of their interpretations to Deaf consumers.

We also propose that this role of gatekeeping is noI n
Deaf interpreters, but rather a natural outcome of havin
suggest that the Deaf interpreter serves as a buffer that pro
gatekeeping. It is our aim to give attention to the gateke
promote further exploration of it for the purpose of deepe
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Deaf Interpreters as Gafekeepers

and deliberate application To this end, we will discus
ways in which interpreter education can introduce the work of Deaf interpreters tp students of inrerprreung

Gatekeeping as a protective cultural phenomenon

Historically, when interpreters were inducted into the professio,n, mem ,ers of ihe Deaf community played a
role in the process. Thts involvement ensured that the interpreter had the appropriate skills, temperament
character to serve the community. In essence, the selection process served to protect the community from ou
lnterlopers. This vetting protected the interests of the community by ensuring that interpretell were skilled
compassionate and able to collaborate in the interpreting process. While that control mechanism is no lonse
norm, the need to protect the comrnunity's interest in language access still exists As suggestecl in the data,
lnterpreters may serve as a critical link in the process of protecting the communily's language access rights.

Gatekeeping is not a term unique to the signed language interpreting commurfity, In the law, garekieping has
dtscussed prtmarily in regards to its protective function. The judge has a responsibility to protect the eviden
integrity of a trial by vetting out 'junk science' offered by expert witnesses, A frich body of case law exists defi
the type of experts who may be allowed to testi$r in atrial. Orrly experts who pould demonstrate thattheir oprr
had a valid and rehable basis are permitted to testifli as to those opinions in court (Daubert, 1993).

Forestal (2014), discusses the role of Deaf experts who serve as gatekeepers within the community as those
contribute to the work of Deaf interpreters. The research participants in her stddy about Deaf inlerpieters indic
that, "only Deaf persons who have experienced interpreting, translating, or cQmmunicating for other Deaf pe
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afduring their formative and adult years and have been supported in this ende4vor by the gatekerepers of thi I

community should consider interpreting as a career option (p. 44)". This undefscores the importance of expert
native cultural and ltngutsttc competence as a pre'requisite for effective deaf interpreters-.a level oi

Purruy vrrrEr duLrruls rrilvtr uscu.l-cwln s tneory oI galeKeeplng tO argUe expa4ded appllgaJlons--mOStly felatinf tO
the role of gatekeeping in mass media (Barzilai-Nahon,2009) 'fhe overarching goal of the gatekeeping process {i to
empower the recipients of communication by helping to filter the flow of infbrmation into the rnosi efficie't and
rrcefirl f^tn

Davidson (2000) explored the role of interpreters as institutional gatekeepefs by examining the social-lingu
role of interpreters in Spanish-English medical discourse. He corrcluded that inte4preters were " acting, at least r' 

1

as rntormatronal gatekeepers who keep the interview 'on track' and the physiciah on schedule. while the i
do in fact convey much ofwhat is said, they also interpret selectively, and appear to do so in a patterned lnon-ran
fashion $ a00) " Davidson further states that interpreters cannot be neutral rfrachines of linguage conveyan
because they are faced with differences in how linguistic systems convey inforrhation contextuilly, and,2)
even though their role is unique, interpreters are also social agents and participantp in the discourse e:vent.

In this study, protectlon oI a Deaf child's access to full linguistic inclusion is the primary focurs-although
data is considered as well The actions and practices of Deaf Interpreters durirJg a meeting betwr:en a (juard
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Deaf lnterpreters

Litem and Deaf child who is at the center of a child custody acrtion 5rtt"r,
Deaf Interpreter must incorporate a variety of interpreter-initiated utterances.

The purpose of gatekeeping

thai in order to ensure this inclusi the

speaker has but the
for information, give

Deaf people who share their language with interpreters, both in the past [nd today, instil communicativ and
cultural competence in interpreters that cannot be learned solely within the classioom.

communicative competence includes not only the grammatical competence a
knowledge of culturally appropriate "ways of speaking,', such as how to ask
praise, complain, joke, and so on. (Roy, p 20, 2000).

An interpreter may have sufficient grammatical resources, but still be unablb to use the Ianguage in a way tl
natural and unaccented Interpreter education students are admonished.frequentfy that to attain this competence,

t ts

v

tbv

and

must socialize within the Deaf community Traditionally, Deaf people persorhally have selectecl those whom hey
would impart this competence and endorse as interpreters. Padden and Humphpies explain the prorecrrveness
Deaf community members and their hesitation to permit un-vetted access.

Before sign language becarne so public, the language bonded the groqp together and kept alive rich
channels of cultural circulation. Its unusual qualities kept away outsiderg because Deaf people believed
there was little interest in the language outside the group, They had been told by others that their
language wasn't worth preserving. Yet part of their private use of sign l]anguage came frorn a desire to
protect their private world. to have something that would insulate them from those who might do them
emotional or physical harm. Coming to accept that AiSL was an objegt of public interest and that it
should be taught to others was a difficult transition (lPadden & Humphries,2005, p.157)(Emphasis
added)

Padden and Humphries set forth several essential questions facing the Deat' community in deciding whe
with whom to share their language: "How did hearing people plan to use their knowledge of the lang-uage?
they learn the language in order to communicate with Deaf people, or to dominate them?" (padden & Hum
2005, p. 198). Hence, the gatekeeping function points not only to language skills or communicative
to the attitude and character of the outsider as well.

In discus from a model of community collaboration to a profession and/or mldel
of business, consequences thr: Deaf Commuirily has experienr:ed as u r.rrit oflegislatively One significant consequence ip the loss of the Deaf Communlff,s
ability to defi

Deaf people used to be the primary source of helping
us from birth, or because we had familial ties or beca
them But now according to a national survey 49%o of
less than l0% of their time socializing with Deaf peopl
us are members of their state association of the Deaf.
or changes in the attitudes/perspectives of Deaf peo
profiting from it without giving back? In becoming a'
201l)?

Cokely (2012) also discusses the implication of the vanquished native volces in the fietd of interpreting
diminishing role of hearing interpreters from Deaf families-Ccrdas-represents a loss of a rich source oi t no.'
and insight. The more consistent inclusion of Deaf interpreters in the interpreting process-particularly when
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Deaf Interpreters as Gatekeepers

parred with interpreters who are non-native-offers a way
deepened.

Deaf interpreters and interaction patterns

in which this l<ngwledge source can be regained and

It is widely accepted that interpreters are more than intermediaries who tranlmit language in a triadic
without any effect or tnterference on the interaction (Me|zger,2000). Rather, intprpreters function as participants
in regard to rnteraction management, and, in crafting rendil.ions to satrsf,i the participants' interactional
(Metzger, 2000). Wadenslo describes interpreting as a two pronged task: inteipreting and coordinating (Wade
1998). lnterpreter's utterances outside ofthe act ofinterpreting can function in a number ofways, includi
influence the interaction's progress or substance, to regulate aspects of the inteiraction, to influence the modelnrluence tne lnteractlon's progress or substance, to regulate aspects of the inteiraction, to influence the mode o
interaction, and to generate a shared discourse, among other functions (Wadensjo, 1998, p. 105). The coordini
aspect of interpreting typically serves to solve some problem eitlher in the translation or in communicatiorr (Wade
p. I 08-09) Coordination activities include requests for clarifical;ion, requests foq time, requests to stop or start tal
comments on the translation, and requests to observe turn-taking, among otfrer items. In examining i
mediated interactions, Wadensjo also discusses expanded and reduced renditiofrs. A close rendition would i
only that propositional content that was expressly stated in the original, includlng ttre style (Wadensjo, p l0lstyle (Wadensjo, p 107).

Deaf interpreters are often used in court and legal settings. When Deaf ifterpreters work in court, it ma
because the Deaf participant does not use formal ASL. In those cases, the inter4ctional involvemelt" particularlr
coordinating aspect, of the interpreting team may be foregrounrled. In People y. Vasquez, the defendant appeal
murder conviction on the grounds that his due process rights were violated because of a Deaf witness' inaOitit
express herself through a team of Deaf and hearing interpreters (Vasque= 2004). The Deaf witness did not use
yet she was able to express herself to the Deaf-hearing interpreting team through gestures and some rudimentary
At numerous points in the witness' testimony, the interpreting team collaborated with each other on the most effi
rendition The team frequently had to explain their difficulties 1o the courl and fo assist counsel in crafting ques
that would be more effectively translatable. Hence, the nature of the consunler for whom the Deaf inierore

o,
to

expanded rendition would include more explicitly express,ed information than was present in the ori nal
corresponding to the more corlmon notion of contextualizalion. The questions eXamined in the data here include
the nature of the coordination activity when undertaken by the Deaf interprgter and the nature of the
renditions within the Deaf interoreter's work.
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working may have some impact on the Deaf interpreter's interactional coordi rng

ron
and coordination by the Deaf interpreter were foregrounded within the interaction.

Le gal interpreting data

The Mid-America Regional Interpreter Education ("MA
Colorado's Distance Opportunities fbr Interpreter Educati
National Consortium of Interpreter Education Centers
interpretation, among other priorities, and hosts annua
preparation for the 2014 Institute on Legal Interpreting, w
skilled teams of Deaf and hearing legal interpreters, the w
aspects of a civil custody trial. The Deaf interpreters selec
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Checking in as coordinating activity

interpreters engaged in coordination activity
Deaf interpreters checked in to keep the Dea
earing interpreter in one section used couse
a result, the Deaf child experienced lengthy

D e process ld during lhis down time The Deaf interpleter
w reter was GAL an{ would convey the question oncd the
G hearing rendering the English interpritation, the feafin hearing i
would back-translate to the child the English interpretatio
one of the four interpretations, during the approximatel
intervened in this coordinating activity seventeen (17) t
explained during the preparatory rneeting with the Dea
interaction and keep the child in the loop of what was occu
ensure that the child knew what was transpiring.

In another interpretation, one Deaf interp
while the hearing interpreter was waiting for
interpreter informed the child that once the
interpret it and then the Deaf interpreter woul
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Deaf Interpreters as Gafekeepers

for the first time during the interview, the Deaf interpreter e>i:plained the puriose of the notes to the child
seemed to function as a way to reinfbrce the child's understanding of the interprfting process.

When there was a coordinating issue such that the hearing iqterpreter had to interact with the GAL such
obtain more time to complete the interpretation, one Deaf interpreter let the childl know what was occurrine. This
of communication occurred across several of the Deaf interprel.er's work thoulh not to the same extent. In a

example, there was confusion regarding the meaning of the GAL's question, ahd the Deaf interpreter related
child privately that the GAL seemed to be having some confusion. This comment seemed to situate the interore
since the GAL's unintelligible question was simply droppedt and the subjebt changed. The Deaf interpr
coordinating remarks to the girl explained the reason for the abrupt change in tqpics A common theme among

Another Deaf interpreter used this bond forming technique rin the interpretatlon when the GAl, indicated
child could not live with both parents even if she wanted. The Deaf interpreter lncluded the concent that this
court's decision and with a shrug of the shoulders and an apologetic eye roll, tf,e interpreter indicated that the
had the power and neither the girl nor the interpreter did. This reinforced the bDnd between the Deaf interorete
the Deaf child as if to say, "I wish it were not the case, but there is nothing we cah do about it."

to
pe

the

of the Deaf interpreters was to check tn wtth the Deaf child to ensure they undersftood the process as it was ng.
Wadensjo reminds us that interpreter utterances can serve to bridge not only h linguistic gap, but also a social

(Wadensjo, 109). While the coordinating interpreter utterancesi are generally ttrought to organize the dialogue,
may also be thought ofas utterances intended to assist the listener connect to thd interaction, particularly ifthat i

J

of the speaker's goals. In the footage examined, several techniques were used $y the Deaf interpreters ro engal
Deaf child in the interaction and serued to bridge the social gap. One mechadism used by at least one of the
interpreters involved an express validation of the Deaf child's statement. This Deaf interpreter had a comforting
nod at the end of the child's utterance that seemed to function as an "I hear ya" or "I know" kind of rappoft bui
statement reinforcing the child's right to make the statements she made Other times this rapport building tech ue
was expressly stated as a "yes" as the child completed her statement functioning to validate the child's sta
Another of these rapport buitding techniques that was evident in a number of the Deaf interpreters'work w
heavy use of discourse markers such as "WAVE-TO-GET-ATTIINTION" to opln the interpreted renditions and
other transitions as if the Deaf interpretet' were talking directly rndth the Deaf child rather than interpreting. Agai
inclusion of these markers framed l.he discourse competently but also seemed to reinforce the idea thai theie '
bond between the Deaf child and the Deaf interpreter. While this is a hallmark of a competent interpretation. onl
Deaf interpreters used these markers consistently.

the
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Checking in to veri$r accuracy or seek clarification as a coordinating activity

At times, the Deaf interpreters would check in with the
interpreters' work or to seek clarification. Many times
consumer, in this case the child, rather than checking with
hearing interpreter was providing the English interpretatio
omissions had been made. The Deaf interpreter first check
the information had been omitted, and then rendered it
interpretation. All of the Deaf interpreters checked in wit
was subtly indicated with simply an eye gazeto the child
interpretation?"

Across the Deaf interpreters' renditions, when a clar
typically explained to the child what had happened. For
interpreter's rendition and a clarifuing conference was he
Deaf child know what had just happened, such as saying '
Another time, after the clarification was provided. one Dea

Bienniql Conference - Our Roots; The Essence of Our Future Cctnference Proceadings
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Deaf Interpreters as Gafekeepers

Most of the time the hearing interpreters informed the
the interpretations. At least once, one Deaf interpreter e

know that the Deaf interpreter needed to interact more ext
interpretation. In another team, each time the Deaf inte
interpreter prefaced the comment with an instruction to i
there was no consistent practice, the need to let the De
seemed to be important to the Deaf interpreters.

Providing expanded renditions including context

In examining interpreter-mediated interactions, Wadensjo
the data presented for this study, Deaf interpreters tended
indicating an inherent awareness of where the Deaf consu
example, in the interview between the GAL and the Deaf
desert island and having to choose a companion to accom
was made to provide an expanded rendition of the physi
providing the original text for the Deaf interpreter inclu
interpretation. When the GAL discussed that both paren
expanded on the concept ofwhat is meant by custody and
the Deaf interpreters also stressed that joint custody, in t
would be liberal. In a segment where the GAL discussed
to a different house and neighbourhood as a result of
provided an expanded context of why such relocation mig
child asked whether she would be present in the courtro
provided an expanded rendition ofthe physical setting in
the systems knowledge of the Deaf interpreter, the inter
private conversation with the judge in chambers.

That each of the Deaf interpreters expanded the s
given that none of the hearing interpreters with whom the
message to them. In each instance, it appeared such ex
perceived familiarity of the Deaf child with the procedural

Vo cational Rehabilitation (VR) interpreting data
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Deaf f nterpreters as Gatekeepers

One of the Deaf interpreters whose work was recorded as part of thd court interpretinS5 footage was
involved in the VR setting project He is from a Deaf famrly. A review of his interpreting performince in vR ser
allowed tbr the exploration of the degree to which the use of interpreter-initiatefi interactions occurred when
with an adult consumer as opposed to working with a child.

Specifically, three scenarios were analysed. The first sceuario involved tfe Deaf interpreter working alone
a VR evaluator and a deaf Vll client during a vocational evaluatioxr. The VR evaluator was ible to use sign lang

n8s
rng

also

low
the

1S

VR
the

although with hmtted competence. The Deaf interpreter had sufficient knowledge of the setting tcl be able to fl
the limited signing of the evaluator, and when coupled with hii speech-readlng ability, was able to interprt
information to the Deaf client. The data from the analysis of this ever-rt is represinied in Table 2. T'he second sc
involved the Deaf interpreter working with a hearing interpreterr to team interpfet a meeting between a hearin
signing VR counselor and a Deaf VR client engaged in setting a vocational goaf and plan. The data from the a
of this event is represented in Table 3. The third scenario i4volved a heaying interpreter working with
professional who is assisting a non-signing hard-of-hearing VR client during a1t intake interview. The data fi
analysis of this event is represented in Table 4. The data collected provides addltional evidence that Deaf
intervene in the interpreting process more frequently than their hearing counteirpafis for the purpose of a varj
coordinating activities and to provide more context-based information as flart of their interpretations to
consumers.

Checking in as coordinating activity

In the scenario where the Deaf interpreter worked alone with rthe VR evaluatop and Deaf VR client, represent
Table 2, the Deaf interpreter checked in with either the evaluator or client a tota[ of 13 times withirr the 2t minul
footage. For example, on at least four occasions, the Deaf inte4rreter would seek eye contact with the VR client
raised eyebrows and head titled slightly forward, as if to say, "Ip everything OK?" He would look back ancl
between the evaluator and the client, checking in with each, nodrling in affirmation, and then while lookins at the
client, ask, "OK?" by using the F-handshape.

Checking ln to verift accuracy or seek clarification as a coordinating activity
Several times the Deaf interpreter also indicated to the client thart everything wag on track in terms of the
example, in the same scenarjo, the Deaf interpreter watched the evpluator recordfng an answer made by th; VR
and lndrcated to the Deaf client the F -handshape for "OK," as if to let the VR clibnt know that her response was

example, in the same scenario, the Deaf interpreter watched the evpluator recordfng an answer made by th; VR c

accurately recorded. In other segnlents, the Deaf interpreter rvould double clleck a question or response wit
counselor or client before rending the interpretation to ensure accu4acy.

This process ofproviding expanded renditions occurred rryherr conveying the source message to the cour
as well. For example, when the VR client responded to a questio[r about who purrently lived in lier home, the
interpreter added that the client's two daughteis have grown and rnoved away jnd so li ls only st-,e and her h
currently living in the house,
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Providing expanded renditions including context

On several occasions, the Deaf interpreter provided the V
the source message. For example, the VR evaluator st
answers. The Deaf interpreter expands this statement wi
answer process, where the evaluator will ask questions, a
the answers, adding that the recorded answers will be k
providing the explanation, the Deaf interpreter asks the VR
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Deaf Interpreters

In several instances, the Deaf interpreter asks ad
evaluator asks rf the client is currently taking medicine, a
asks what is the name of the medicine and for what reason
VR evaluator asks the VR client to describe her emotio
examples that represent emotional states, and after recei
whether the VR client has ever seen a therapist, counselor
example occuned when the evaluator was asking question
the client could lift a box weighing 20 lbs. The clie
independently asked if she could lift a box weighing
(tentatively)". These added questions appear to rejnfor
interpreters were acting, at least in part, as informatio
progressing efficiently within a limited timeframe. The
and proceeded to ask them without a prompt. In at least
diffrculty explessing his questions in sign, thanked the
question, It may have been because of the difficulty th
assumed more of an informational gatekeeping role.

The most consistent way in which SL messages
what had been implied in the message. Again, this was d
and when interpreting from the client to the evaluator A
out a mock application form and the Deaf interpreter adde
employment and had to fill thls out."

Comparisons and differences across samples

In several instances, the Deaf interpreter asks ad

The high number of instances of interpreter-initiated utte
working alone may be influenced by the fact that the in
interaction without any assistance. However, the types of
with those observed in the team interpreted interactions, alt

As well, the number of instances of interpreter-initi
influenced, at least in part, by the fact that the interpreters
However, there were number of instances of interpreter-ini
and easily fit into the coordinating and expansion functions

In both the interpretations from the legal and VR se
instances of interpreter-initiated utterances than did their h
of the meeting between the GAL and Deaf child, the Certi
utterances as compared to forty-seven (4.7) utterances by th
represented by Table 3, the Deaf interpreter initiated
utterances by his hearing counterpart. When the Deaf inte
(41) utterances In the VR scenario, represented in Table
a VR counselor and VR client, he initiated only four (4) u
communication patterns of the participants can contribut
unlikely to account for all of them.

In fully appreciating the impact of the data, it is important to keep in nhind that the primary purpose ofJ the
interpreter-initiated utterances by the Deaf interpreter were to solve some pro[lem with commuui.ution, keep the
interaction on track, and/or to keep the Deaf consumer as inforrired about wl|at was transpiring ur ,"u, po*{Ut..
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Deaf Interpreters as Gatekeepers

Conversely, the primary purpose of the interpreter-initiatedConversely, the primary purpose of the interpreter-initiated uttera4ces by the hearing interpreter was to ask for tinfe or
clarification, or to ask the speaker for further information

In terms of the intra-team communication, it is inter
to feed or clariSr information. Of particular interest was th
interpreting events. As an example, in Team 3, the hear
monitoring the interpretatron of her Deaf colleague and
offered at least six (6) times during the interaction This
and serves an important role in ensuring message accur
working in teams. Sometimes the corrections were mino
such as an entire thought, cohesion-creating information,
evident that the intent was to remain accurate to the SL mes

However, in several instances, no intra-team cl
monitoring function or other negotiations around meanin
Deaf interpreter's interpretation of the SL message was i
Deaf interpreter is directly related to an error or miscue in t
is unclear why no correction is offered. lt may have b
interpreters, the intra-team dynamics of the Deaf-hearing
interpreter, or other causes. Basecl on this limited samp
teams is a subject for further investigation.

Implications for Interpreting and Interpreter Edu

This is a small study that offers unique insight because fo
reflected similar outcomes. The types of interpreter-initi
evident in other samples within different settings. Certainl
similar and different settings are necessary to determine th
from this study do offer some important insights to be consi

Students of interpreting and practitioners need to
initiated utterances so that 1) they become more aware of
they can learn how such utterances are managed in a n
performance to determine if there are instances where they are I'aifing to initiate an action when an action is requfred.
Further, continued exploration of interpreter-initiated utterances offers students {nd practitioners with the oppoitrlniry
to consider the implications of such utterances for ethical
increase awareness about the range ofdiscretion that is ava

Another important implication to be considered is
range of settings to ensure that Deaf individuals are provi
inclusion as possible. If in fact it is Deaf interpreters
expansion functions as part oftheir interpretations, and the
the more frequent and consistent use of Deaf interpreter
education should therefore more fully explore the situ
appropriate and advocate for this as standard practice.

As well, for well over a decade the "gap" in readin
education programs has been docuntented. The field of i
reducing this gap-it is still prevalent in the majority of ne
this gap. This will mean that students, and current practiti
interpreters, as well as how to incorporate and manage th
team interpreting relationship.
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Deaf Interpreters as Gafekeepers

Achieving this standard of practice means several t
the market needs to be cultivated that will provide for th
need to gain training and experience in working with De
internship/practicum experiences. And third, students, a
providing persuasive rationale for why Deaf interpreter
students and practitioners to practice making requests and
be integrated into pre-service and in-service programs. S

from the community to engage in cliscussions about the
educating the community-at-large about the work of Deaf i

There are some new resources that can assist wi
Curriculum produced by the National Consortium of Inte
for expanding the pool of Deaf interpreters. As well, exp
seeking ways to expand existing curriculum with informati
NIEC and NCIEC have created learning modules for use
relates to Deaf-hearing interpreter teams. These resourc
NCIEC produced DVDs showing interpreting teams in leg
students and practitioners can engage in reviewing and
working in teams and the role of interpreter-initiated utt
NCIEC resources can be found at the NCIEC website at int

Also, as more Deaf interpreters enter the field, foste
of regular class processes, community forums, obser
observation of Deaf-hearing teams in action with discussio
using media, simulated events, and actual interpreting assig

Conclusions

Gatekeeping by Deaf interpreters as part of the interpreti
fields of interpreting and interpreter education. It potenti
for Deaf consumers by providing more coordinating functi
well, there is evidence that Deaf interpreters intuitively
expanded context and in providing such, Deaf interpreters
their hearing counterparts. This too creates greater linguist

Given the native intuition and experiences of Dea
ASL can gain sufficient bilingual competence to parallel t
for those individuals within the Deaf society who benefi
imperative that hearing interpreters know how to collabor
consistent and/or increase of Deaf interpreters in ceftain s

critical. Since the need for inclusion of Deaf interpreter
request, it is necessary that hearing interpreters know ho
skills can be acquired withtn the context of interpreter edu
guidance and direction that is provided by Deafinterpreter
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NOTE: Certified Deaf Interpreters in Team 1,2 and 3 come from Deaf famil
Deaf families,

Biennial Conference - Our Roots: The Essence of Our Future C,

Table 1: Interpretation of Meeting between GUardian ad Liteni and Deaf child
Coordinating activity analysis

(Interpreter-initiated u tterances)

Interpreters in Team I and 3 com

Tcdm I : Ccrtifi cd Dca f Intcrprctcr-26:25 Duration
. Clarification with child - 5
. Clarification with GAL - 4
. Intra- team clarification - |

. Explanation to child- 2

. Asking child to respond - I

Tcam 2: Ccrtilicd DcaIIntcrprctcr-29:42 Duration
. Clarification with child - 5
. Clarification with GAL - I
. In(ra-team clarification - 3
. Explanation to child - 0
. Asking child [o continue- I

tlcrtificd Hcaring 
tntcrprctcr- 29:42 Duration

Asking GAL for time - 5

Asking GAL to lontinue - I
Clarification lrorir GAL - 3

Intra-team clarifrpation - 0
Intra-team feed- 0

Tcam 2

Tcam 3: Ccrtificd Dcnflntcrprctcr- 40:47 Duration
. Clarification with child - l0
. Clarification with GAL - 0
. In(ra-team clarification- 5

' Explanation to child - 4
. Affirming head nod to child-4
. Expands SL message - 4
. Miscellaneous (self-talk) - 4

Tcam 3: Cerlificd Hcaring 40:47 Duration
. Asking CAL for lnore time - ,

. Asking GAL to Continue - I

. Clarification frorh GAL- 0. Intra-team clarifipation- t0. Intra-team feed- 4

Tcam 4: Certilicd Denflnlcrpreter- 24:10 Duration
. Clarification with child - 3
. Clarificarion with cAL - I
. Intra-team clarification - 3
. Explanalion to child - l7
. Expands SL message - 5
. Index finger hold - 9

Tcam 4: tcrtified Hcaring Ifrterprcter- 24:10 Duration
. Asking GAL fo, [nor. tir" - O. Asking GAL to clntinue - I. Clarification lio(r cAL, I. Irttra-tearn clarifibation - 2. Jntra+ealn clarififation - 2
. Irrlra-tearn feedsf 2
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Table 2: Interpretation of Meeting between vocational Rehabilitaticin Evaluator and
Coordinating activity ani.rlysis

(Interpreter-initia ted utterances)

Ccrtifi cd Dcaf lntcrpretcr (workin! alonc)

28:03 Duration
. Clarification with VR ev4luator - 4. Clarificarion with VR clign!- 5. Explanation to VR evaludtor - 3. Explmation to client- 4. Conlirmation to clienl - 6. Confirmation to VR evalliratot - 7. Asks additional ques[ions ofVR client - 4

Deaf VR client--Evaluation

Table L

Deal'VR client--Goal Setfing

client--Intake

NOTE: Certified Deaf Interpreter in this interaction is the same Deaf Interprefer as in Team I irl

Table 3: Interpretation of Meeting betw€en Vocational Rehabilitatibn Counselor and
Coordinating activity an{lysis

(Interpreter-initia ted utterf nces)

Coordinating activity nnalysis
(Interpreter-initia ted ut[erdnce

NOTE: Certified Deaf Interpreter in this is the same Deaf Interpreter as in Team I iri Table I and Table 2,

Table 4: Interpretation ofMeeting between Vocational Rehabilitation E!aluator and harf-of-hearing VR
-^ ^-.l:- ^.!- -

Ccrtificd Hcaring Intcrprctcr (workjng alonc)

l4:29 Duration
. Asking VR counselor lor fime - 0. Asking VR counselor to cpntinue - 2. Clarification from VRcor]nselor- I. Cluification from VR cli(nt - 0

' Explanation to VR counselor - 0

' Explanation to VR client .1 0. Expirnds SL Message - 0. Laughs along with \rR cliint after
counselor

Biennial Conference - Our Roots: The Essence of Our Future Conference p
O 2014 Conference oflnterpreter Trainers

Team: Ccrtificd Dcaf Inlcrpretcr

23:33 Duration
. Clarification with VR counselor - 2. Clarilication with VR olienf - 4. Intra- team clarification - I
. Intra-team cue or confirmation - 6. Confirmation to VR clien!- 5. Asks additional questions to VR client - 2


